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Below in accordance with IRG resolution M31.6 is the IRG proposed additional section to 

Annex S of ISO/IEC 10646: 2003. This is the second of two documents produced under the 

WG2 endorsement of IRG review and feedback on Annex S given in WG2 resolution 

M51.36. 

S.5 Clarification of unification procedure 
The examples provided in this annex are not to be considered exhaustive, and therefore it is necessary to 

be able to apply the rules and principles set forth in this annex to new situations. The rules, principles, and 

illustrations in this annex are descriptions of the calligraphic traditions and conventions used for CJK 

ideographs, not a set of mathematical transformations. 

When applying the unification rules and principles, the following points should be considered: 

• Non-cognate characters are not unified. 

• Cognate characters, meaning that they share the same readings and meanings, are unified according 

to the table below: 

 

Actual Shape 

Different Exact Match 

Same Abstract Shape Unify Unify 

 Different Abstract Shape Do Not Unify 

S.5.1 Clarification of differences of actual shape 
In accordance with the unification based on the analysis of components model of S.1.3 a pair of glyphs with 

different actual shape but the same abstract shape can be used as components to generate other pairs of 

glyphs in the same way. For example, given 兌•兑 have the same abstract shape then the following are also 

pairs with the same abstract shape:- 

悅·悦, 挩·捝, 敓·敚, 梲·棁, 涗·涚, 稅·税, 脫·脱, 蛻·蜕, 說·説, 銳·鋭, and 閱·閲. 

Although (皡•皥) have the same abstract shape, and their corresponding components (皐•臯) 

also have the same abstract shape (cp. 翶•翺), this does not imply that the corresponding top 

right hand components (白•自) also have the same abstract shape outside of this particular 

context. A relatively complex character is sometimes modified when written smaller as part 

of another character. 
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The following groups of ideographs shown below are further examples of differences 
of actual shape but with the same abstract shape when used as components:- 

天•夭,孝•�,卬•卭,賣•�, 戌•戍,另•叧•�,亏•亐,己•巳,义•叉, 

丏•丐,莧•萈,幵•开,東•柬,臿•�,羊•�,兹•玆•茲,�•�,奄•�, 

臾•㬰,盇•	,畀•
,那•�,尢•�,匚•匸,朁•㬱,犬•大,杀•, 

豖•豕,叉•㕚,丈•�,丸•九,玉•王,曳•曵,�•�,巛•�,戋•㦮•�, 

底•㡳,�•�,卑•�•卑,虽•�,賴•頼,疐•�,友•犮,皐•臯,釆•采, 

亷•廉,象•�,軗•�,缶•�,缶•�,羕•�,羡•羨,网•�,睿•�,卧•臥, 

匕•匕•�,凡• ,朮•术,曰•日,市•巿,畵•畫,耒•耒,弱•弱,爫•爫,害•

害,勺•勺,次•次•次,蔑•蔑,与•与,唐•唐,冉•冉,寧•寧,囱•囱•囪,画•

画,具•具,鬲•鬲,灰•灰,華•華,叟•叟•叟,业•业,着•着,瓜•瓜,丩•丩, 

艮•艮•艮,敖•敖,及•及,止•止,!•�,㚅•㚅,"•�,壳•壳,巤•巤•巤, 

疌•疌,尨•尨•尨,取•取,梟•梟,虍•虍,处•处,角•角,䍃•䍃•䍃,巢•巢,

丬•丬,#•� ,产•产,门•门,會•會•會. 
  

S.5.2 Clarification of differences of abstract shape 

In accordance model of S.1.3 a pair of glyphs with different abstract shape that have more 

than one component can be used as components to generate at least one pair of glyphs with a 

difference of abstract shape. For example given 閒·閒 have different abstract shape then it 

follows 月日 also have different abstract shape. 

Adding like components to pairs with different abstract shapes usually, but not always, 

results in pairs of different abstract shape. Though as S.1.4.3  'Different structure of 

corresponding components' illustrates, usually adding like components to a pair of glyphs 

with different abstract shapes leads to pairs of different abstract shape, therefore for example 

because 閒·閒 are of different abstract shape then the same is true for 僩·僴,嫺·�,憪·�, 

etc.  However  because the higher nodes take precedence in the S.1.3 model then it is 

permitted for the new pair of glyph formed have the same abstract shape, for example though 

口·厶 do not have the same abstract shape adding 月 to both gives 肙·䏍 which do have the 

same abstract shape. 

The following groups of ideographs are further examples of differences of abstract shape:- 

冐•冒,厤•$,嘗•尝,黨•党,兩•两,尋•寻,産•产,當•当,會•会,僉•佥,

喬•乔,壽•寿,巠•%. 


